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MONDAY
Hatonn present in service unto
Holy God and unto HIS people.
May you come into renewal that
you might see.t Ah, chelas, ‘tis
a sad world you have hidden
behind the facade of “God’s
natural disasters”. Do not disappoint me by asking about possibilities of the natural occurrences being no accidents. It is
purely “tit-for-tat” but at some
point it will be the destructions
of millions of beings. Do not
longer sit in your stupors thinking it “simply not possible”--it
IS possible and totally controlled right from your govemment henchmen--on both sides
of the oceans. It would seem
that tomados in Kansas, USA,
and strong earthquakes in Georgia/Armenia, USSR are not poss&k? atl4wYve~~
weak economically in matters
non-military but not in military
capability and space technology.
They have weakened you by
spreading your troops all over
the globe and the warnings keep
coming and your government
keeps playing roulette with your
All of these major
lives.
upheavals come as you continue
to effort to launch your toys in
space and remember--we are not
allowed to longer stabilize the
fault zones--since March of
except in very special circumstances. We must get back to
history so that you can see how
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this game unfolded to this point
and understand the lies.
KURDS
How can you still swallow the
garbage that is fed unto you
through your media? Even I am
appalled and become irritated
with your ability to accept
ANYTHING. You are told that
this massive relief effort to
house and feed the Kurds is
somehow because Saddam will
not--well, YOU pushed them
into the mountains through your
idiocy and Saddam Hussein
couldn’t care less.
You got
them into the mess--now YOU
get them out of it. These are
basically tribal nomads who inhabit great portions of the area
of northern Iraq, northwestern
Iran, southeastern Turkey and
southern Armenia and Azerba+tian+b-~~wtrat-Isay?
I
repeat,

-use your God-gifted minds.
The U.S. has to have some excuse to remain on duty in the
area--nothing more. Further, if
you think the Iraqi people now
HATE Hussein--think again-those were not “staged” demonstrations in honor of his birthday
yesterday. His people love him
for he intends to keep their nation a “SOVEREIGN” nation
just as long as he can stand
against the cartel of Bankers and
Global One Worlders.
Please
“think” and you won’t have to
ask me about the daily news.
THERE IS TECHNOLOGY
THAT WAS BEGUN DECADES AGO AND HAS NOW
COME INTO RELATIVELY
EXCEPTIONAL WORKABILEVERYTHING FROM
ITY.
BEAM PULSE SYSTEMS TO
GENE
SPLICING/REPLICATION METHODS.
ARTIFICIAL

You keep hearing that the U.S.
remains involved in relief to
protect the Kurds from the
Iraqis--that is the most absurd
thing you have swallowed to
date--why would Saddam object
to you ones paying for and
building shelters for those people? It is nothing but a big fat
problem to him at any rate you
cut the pie. He is not about to
allow his troops to interfere with
your efforts for it means he
doesn’t have to! Please, people.
1
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As I speak, I am left without the
proper word in your language to
describe what I actually mean-counterfeit would be a better
choice of words than is artificial. But even that is not totally
correct. It is that man cannot
make a t&ally artificial lifeform but rather tampers and rearranges “life-patterns” to start
the combination of replicas into
reproduction and “nature” does
the rest, for the most part.
#7

It is known that it requires approximately three generations to
change a group of people into
different concepts of beliefs--it
also requires, in some instances,
the discarding of about a third
of the population (especially the
leadership) of a nation to enslave same. You have had both
things occur in most parts of
your world--now it is your turn.
To start over-taking a planet, or
just the population of a nation,
you must first bring the lesser
strong people under control-that would represent the Third
World nations in this instance-render them economically devastated and disease-ridden along
with devastation of natural patterns which cause the very lifesystems to depend on the strong
for survival in any case. The
thrust for experimentation towards research can then be carried on in mass numbers without
anyone suspecting for a long period of time, i.e. introduce
AIDS into Africa through a
cover of inoculation against
small-pox.
This worked extremely well for there were
Brazilians and other nationalities
present in Africa at the time,
which insured carriers to the
Western Hemisphere.
Then
introduction
within the less
desirable populations who were
known in advance would spread
the disease through common activities bred and then brainwashed into the society--i.e.,
homosexual
community
and
drug-addicted “users” or both.
It was KNOWN that the disease
would spread according to the
patterns introduced into the behavior patterns of the given
society.
First, however, the plan has to
be in operation for a long period
of years for, to gain control, the
family life must be broken down
and ultimately destroyed, then
addictions must be introduced
with availability of substance to

allow for use enough to gain
addictions
(with
substances
which will act and addict
quickly) then slowly the powerful chemical firms who press
“medicines” off on the public
must be brought into the fold
for dealing total dependency on
substances for healing and or - Then the judicial system
must be corrupted so that the
mavericks who see what is happening cannot act and are, in
fact, incarcerated and removed
from among the people--but
how do you do all this?
It is done through massive planning for centuries of never losing the goal of domination and I
remind you that the adversary of
God never for one moment loses
his direction nor his goal of total
domination of the physical plane
of experience.
UFO’s--TRUTH OF
ACTION AND BUNK
I hope you harken back to the
beginning of these writings
when we were blasted by ones
for plagiarism and then pulled
the rug out of the truth of the
conclusions they drew. The stories were simply outrageous
with bits of truth, incorrect
conclusions drawn from findings
of research
and deliberate
governmental
cover-ups
and
disinformation.
If you think
that I am now, in this writing,
going to take each “landing” or
“crash” or, or, or and give you
sordid details--forget it, for I
have neither the inclination nor
the time to do so. As incidents
come into timely unfoldment I
shall use some as examples, but
just as example--some Koldasians spend research and study
time (mostly in Africa) in an
interplanetary
study program.
These ones are totally accepted
within the communities around
their camps. Aliens also spend
much time in Peru where, likewise, they. are totally accepted.
2
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It is only your ELITE who
cause such a fuss and miscarriage of Truth.
Next, I have continually said
that at this time you have nothing--NOTHING--to
fear from
any little gray beings from
space. That does not mean that
at one time space aliens did not
come within your earth limits
and integrate into the working
system of your ELITE would-be
Kings.
I AM going to tell you that they
first made contact and began
functioning and setting up “takeover” plans with the group we
have recognized as the Khazars.
These ones were already from
the “outer” planetary experience
and were on your planet for
many numbers of reasons-mostly pure evil intent of takeover of a nice, pretty planet.
America, as a matter of fact,
would have been left intact if
anyone had noted what was
taking place in Europe but you
were infiltrated with the greedy
Bankers who started the wars,
financed the wars and “won” the
wars. This gave opportunity to
further integrate into the systems and gain control bit by
substantial bit. The allens inteinto
the
adversary
grated
community and began to work
in earnest to accomplish takeover.
These are no longer “space”
aliens--they are land-locked beings who have perfected very
dastardly methods of take-over,
terror, replication and most inhumane behaviors. They are no
longer allowed to pass outside
your galaxy limits for your
planet is surrounded with a full
shield of brethren from the cosmos to prevent their re-entry
into what we will simply refer
to as “space”.
There are still many participants
#7

Pleiades and do participate in
different aspects of gaining
working knowledge of how, for
instance, to get you off the
planet if whole-life form. A lot
of these “little aliens” come
from Reticulum, Zeta I and Zeta
II. They will work from shuttle-type craft of varying sizes
but mostly quite small and exThere are
tremely portable.
also a lot of robotic replicas
usually headed by a “full” being
which will make contact to prevent terror or discomfort, if encountered. These ones are those
which are often described but
are also more often given credit
for being totally kind, and “pure
love”. These are also the ones
that, if caught, are instantly destroyed by your governments.
Contacts are already on your
placement
which,
through
agreement, work with these
ones for contact, study, followon, follow-up, etc. Most are
birthed through birth canal entry
so that all facets of the process
can be researched in order to
maintain life of physical in
transport to the maximum extent
possible.
There are other beings who are
either already on your place in
isolated bases and/or are “along
for the ride”, so to speak. It is
a most interesting time when a
planet makes evolutionary or
transitional
changes so you
would, if you could, find ones
from far, far reaches of the universe who come of pure interest
but will participate in lift-off if
that becomes necessary. They
will not so much as touch a hair
on a human’s head unless invited to do so. They do not
snatch bodies but if asked to “be
allowed to come aboard” might
very well honor the request and
you, dear ones, will often get
quite a ride. If confronted and
the human does not wish
participation--simply declare in

the name of God to stand away
and they will not even approach-laws are honored in the universe and cosmos. The consequences of breaking any cosmic
law through transgression is indeed swift and remarkably devastating to the perpetrator. You
do not have “enemies” at a time
of planetary transition.
The
hoodlums
are
planet-bound
(earth-bound)
and,
although
there is limited space capability
as YOU might interpret it, it is
by
nothing
as recognized
“space” travelers.
In other
words, you are isolated and
ingress and egress is totally controlled by higher command.
Physical evil is not allowed back
into the cosmos.
But evil is manifest on the
planet--it was the first human
life-form to make manifestation
on the planet.
A garden for
survival of the physical-bound
evil energy was provided and an
opportunity to grow into the
higher dimensions of creative
energy given unto the beings
imprisoned on the orb.
You
will note that instructions of the
“Lighted” God were pronounced
according to the Laws of God
and The Creation and the beings
immediately broke them and
continued their evil occupations.
Then through the evolutions of
planetary changes and periods of
discipline which would allow
realignment with God--the element of evil prevailed after every change. Then through the
changes evolved the old world
and new world--according to
your memory books and oral
teachings.
Man was always
given a chance to heal and mend
and change of his projections in
order to regain ability and direction to again be allowed into
higher experience.
Over and
over man has had to basically
”start over ” on your planet.
Many evolve into higher knowledge and move onward toward
Godness and establish at every
-,
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dimensional level of evolution
in order to grow into higher
knowledge.
These ones in transition, such as
some of your scientists as you
would historically
recognize
them--are at stand-by to assist in
putting the technology together
as needed for restoration and
experience in the new evolution
during sorting and separation.
Then there will be beings who
will remain on the old places
(replaced onto the surface or
salvaged from peaks, etc) who
will rekindle new life experience
as it is placed on the orb which
is in healing cycle--if man is not
successful in his attempts to totally destroy the orb itself and
there remains capability of sustaining life forms.
Now please, you ones who espouse “illusion” and “rapture”,
spare me--for you may practice
anything that you choose but
Truth is going to be presented
and I have no intention to argue
nor, for that matter, even debate
the issue. I am come as a Host
and Truthbringer and I am
exceptionally qualified for that
task and I shall do it to the best
of my ability which is quite
sufficient. You can waste your
time if you choose, in trying to
find credit or discredit for one
Hatonn, but I remind you that I
am sent from the very ‘halls of
Aton, as God of Central Life
was known right through your
Egyptian times and the entity
recognized by all other cultures,
even though language caused
different naming. My purpose
is to outlay Truth--whether or
not you accept it or believe it
has nothing to do with me and is
not my business--but I certainly
suggest you give ear to messages lest you perish in the
misinformation’s aftermath.

#7
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There have been continual contacts from the beginning of the
experience on the planet with
the “wardens”, if you will, from
the cosmos and growing children in “rehabilitation”
and
those coming into knowledge
were given care and guidance.
Teachers were sent at all levels
of experience--mostly only to be
killed or lost to the masses.
This could be allowed for the
growth process is given a very
long cycle and myriads of
experiences.
Then, however,
comes within the physical manifestation--damages which cannot
be overcome and through the
mere “natural” evolution in the
physical
state--recovery
is
mandatory and restoration and
reclamation is necessary. Then,
as with all life-forms, higher
evolution of the experiencing
fragment acquires their own
state of evolvement--a planet
being a fully capable life-form
in itself ceases being a simple
life “sustaining” “craft” and
makes its own transition into
higher dimensional life-form at
which point the parasites are
cast off and that which remains
is placed into recovery whilst
the New continues into higher
evolvement.
This does not
mean that the earth becomes the
human--how dare you be so
smug as a human species--it
means that this incredible, balanced, totally perfected plane-

tary system evolves into higher
frequency and becomes higher
pivot and placement within the
higher order of Universal Creation. She evolves literally into
one of the mansions of God’s
perfection for his higher beings
to have continuing placement-most of you in the service of
God shall experience there in
the radiance for a period of your
own choosing wherein the evil
pressures shall simply not exist.
It is the most wondrously glorious of all so-called physical
experiences for it comes in total
balance within love and Godness wherein all the challenges
are for pure growth and development of higher consciousness
in the exploration of the universe physical and recognition
and
participation
in technologies, honing of full realization of the individual consciousness beyond the planetbound species.
Those ones who have been sent
to your place as guides (crew) to
assist and offer the physical
manifestation shall be allowed to
choose of placement for the
“teachers” have come again
from the highest dimensions to
serve at this time and do not
need the interim growth period.
But many are already guides in
that which, as physical, you
consider your spiritual guides,
etc. If those guides have gotten
you to higher placement then
they, too, are qualified to move
higher in their own journey
through the “grades” to serve
ever higher in cause. As you
get higher and higher in the dimensional levels of growth you
will find fewer and fewer recognizable separation of beings,
as fragments of energy become
more and more the “whole”, as
aspects of individuality meld
within the ONENESS--as focus
becomes integrated.
This is why Truth can set you as
a species-$ee. . As you cease
4
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giving nurturing, focus and intent unto the beast, he cannot
sustain himself for all he has to
utilize is that which is already
manifest into the physical. As
you withdraw and turn unto
God-ness, his total infrastructure
is tom into shambles for he has
not spiritual fuel from which to
draw life. Evil can only feed on
evil--goodness gives him terrible
indigestion and he cannot thrive
in the midst of goodness. If you
locate, isolate and remove his
source of life sustenance--evil
simply begins to devour its own
and finally kills of self as the
armies of God-ness turn away
from his troops.
And remember--his only tools are human! Only HUMAN has ability
to choose evil or good--and
worse, what you consider to be
many--is actually only a few
holding out the temptations with
which to increase. His troops
are mostly of brainwashed beings, robotics and synthetics
having been cleverly placed to
pull humanity into the pits of
helplessness.
MURDER
I have been asked by ones as to
whether or not it is murder to
slay a robotoid or synthetic. Of
course it is, for the one in point
is the one who commits the
murder--not the murdered.
If
you kill, and it be a robotoid but
you are not given to usually
know who is and who is not-then in thine own heart you
have committed murder and
“thou shalt not kill! ” You need
not kill those ones you see
whom you perceive to be in
power and know that they are
robotoids, for instance, for obviously they, are NOT your enemy--they are but the tools and
you know not who pulls the
puppet strings--so you have only
damaged your cause and you
cannot know the next replacement--it is better to deal with
that which you can recognize.
#7

As failure comes from the puppets in leadership roles, the adversary will remove them and
render
them
useless--either
through simply removing them
or placing them in totally ineffectual circumstances--as with
Ronald Reagan who is never
consulted longer and now the
discounting of even his wife is
underway.
Nixon is another
who is totally worthless to them
and yet occasionally is used as
an imbecile “tool” to sway his
old followers. It was obvious
the intent was to destroy Nixon
at Watergate time.
Ford and
Carter are kept around for they
were useful and remain from
time to time somewhat useful in
diplomatic circles--they are replacements at any rate and we
won’t go into that now. I would
ask you to pay attention--how
do you know who is and who is
not--on the adversary’s side?

tally--100 percent--controlled by
ones who are members of these
very select groups or in full
connections with ones who are
members.
The CFR is U.S.
membership and every major
player nation has their own
equivalent club and then higher
control
runs
through
the
Trilateralists,
etc., which is
international. Always revolving
around that which is the Illuminati and the epitome of that
which was started as the club of
evil
puppet-master.
the
Through the years the game and
names will change but NEVER
THE FOCUS OF INTENT--the
laws/rules are given forth right
from the original foundation of
that which evolved into the
Zionist Protocols, Satanic Bible
Code of actions, etc. All in direct opposition to that which
was given as law from God unto
his people.

You begin by getting a copy of
the listings of members in the
Trilateral Commission, Council
on Foreign Relations, Skull and
Bones, Club of Rome, Bilderburgers, etc. Perspective tools
are on the listings, especially the
CFR.
You will, for instance
note that Tom Bradley of Los
Angeles is a member as is Jesse
Jackson--but Nixon is not a
member and neither is Reagan.
The “lead dog” may not show as
‘a-member and as ones get public
discredit they are usually conveniently removed from membership until the ruckus is over-just watch and see and if you
can, get listings of past members no longer alive or active
You will find
and compare.
that all of the Administration
Advisors are either CFR or
Trilateral Commission members
or both. Some are brought in
through long-standing membership in exclusive clubs such as
Skull and Bones. Quayle, for
instance, is the son of a very
important
Bush connection.
You will find that you are to-

It has required generation after
generation of growth to come to
the point in perception and technology whereby evil could gain
foothold in such a way as to
have total control but you are
right at the threshold, brothers
of Earth. The actions are already underway--the rules are
all that is left to the actual
changing--in other words, the
printed Laws must be structured
so that none can oppose them in
any manner--that is called your
Constitution.
Actions are already “as if” it is changed. All
that is left is to disarm you and
this phase will be finished.
HOW DID IT HAPPEN
AND WHAT WAS
“SPACE” CONNECTION?
Guidance has always been present from the Master-deceiver
himself--from onset of planetary
life-form for the first beings
were the outcasts from the
“heavenly realms” (the functioning cosmic places). Prior to
Earth, for instance, that place
5
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you call Mars was a totally warring planet and finally it was destroyed to the extent that life
could no longer exist on the
planet so you were moved onto
Earth. Take a look at the planets in your system--one after
another show river beds and
other manifestations of once
having life capability. Technology either exists to such extent
wherein the population can
evolve into higher dimensions or
placement is given on other orbs
for the evolving life-forms. Always it depends on HUMAN
forms of one type or another
(indicated by definitionbe;;g)a
“thinking/reasoning”
Man did not evolve as taught in
evolution nor is Man from the
ape species--God created Man as
his highest creation--AS MAN.
If man was required by his own
foolishness to return to the level
of a primitive, stupid cave-man
variety of life evolution--it was
his own failure to understand,
practice and sustain within the
Laws of God and The Creation.
Do brothers from, the Cosmos
&
to come and help you?
But, in every instance,
NO!
there will be higher evolved
brothers from the same “races”
in other placements and higher
experience who will ‘effort to
further their own evolvement
through the act of serv,ice unto
the lesser sleeping/unknowing
youngsters in growth. To limit
God and evolution of Creation
Mother is a sad mistake for God
is totally without limits and all
things, beings and energy forms
have balanced placement within
the Creation of which God is a
major component--with differing
beings from various centers,
galaxies and commands.
It
takes a very long “time” in sequence attainment
into and
within perfection and to become
one (Sananda) within the Godness is quite an accomplishment
requiring
much
experience,
most of which is awfully
#7

unpleasant for it requires working within the groups of lesser
evolved beings who rape, ravage, pillage and plunder with all
manner of heinous inventions to
accompany the above activities.
The purpose of the heinous destruction of the human being
housing a great and Christed
teacher is to cause the energy
forms of God to remain away
from the physical place claimed
by the adversary. After a body
has experienced
crucifixion,
dismemberment, burning alive
and a few other dandy extinctions--there is no great desire on
the part of a higher being to experience again among the beasts
of physical plane for you are a
most unpleasant neighbor. Just
as you might say, “How did I
ever get stuck with this job?” so
a Christed teacher such as Emmanuel “Jesus” might say,
“How did I ever get stuck gaining my Christed and Sananda
graduation rights on planet
Earth?” None-the-less, it is the
way perfection is attained and it
is WHY force is not a part of
God’s workings--that does not
mean that God will remain passive while man destroys--for all
the while man is destroying; so
is he destroying self and the
grim reaper will reap whatever
harvest manifests itself. So be
it.
Dharma, allow us a break at this
point. It is past your mid-day
and I am called to duties. We
can continue a bit later, please.
I wish to dive right into the production of “developed” beings
brought forth (manufactured) on
your own plane and how they
have been utilized to infiltrate
the entire species. Thank you
for your service. Salu.
Hatonn to clear the circuit but
remaining on frequency; please
shut down communication frequency but allow stand-by.
Thank you--to clear.

Hatonn returned and in service,
albeit somewhat aggravated--not
at writers, for they express their
opinions--but
rather at my
people, especially my scribe
who is somehow injured by the
foolish spoutings of uninformed
“authorities” on how a planet
should be “saved”. If you are
so all-fired informed about everything, dear ones--why is your
planet in such a mess? If you
are such authorities that you can
have the audacity to “review for
public consumption” the work
of someone like Cathie, why is
your planet in such dire circumstances? Further, because others CLAIMING to speak for
some Pleiadian or another have
possibly misled your perceptions--why does that have anything to do with me or my people? If white men speak and
have misled you--why do you
continue to follow white men in
America? Further, you follow
right along rattle-tail after the
same ones who are out to consume you.

blanket EVERYBODY.
Obviously GWE would not hear
same for the signal is easily received and there are several decoders around in your conspiracy who intercept as quickly as
Dharma.
Where are you that
you have not learned the Universal code and you, too, could
receive? Who, GWE, do you
feel should receive the information--Mr.
Kissinger perhaps?
How about Jerry Falwell? Perhaps Saddam Hussein? Who do
you feel more suited to receive?

Why is it that writers who wish
to denounce George at America
West are most insulting to him
and to me as well as to my
‘I’poor’ misguided Scribe” and
then expect a gracious response?
One letter refers to “Hatonn’s
mush-mouthed replies of nothing , ” and another says, “how
dare you treat us like children! ‘I-in the same mail received.

GWE certainly misunderstands
another point in our material for
he says, I’... it seems to me that
if he really wants his message to
be heard by all of us, he should
be transmitting it to all of us. ”
Number one, I do not care
whether or not ALL of you get
it--and further, we are transmitting it as quickly as we can
right through the written, unmistakable word--in rather good
English, I might add.
Selfstyled “authorities”
on how
things “should be” are obviously
not as successful, in critique of
their own material for I repeat-If you ones know so all-fired
much--why are things still being
hidden from you and how is it
that less qualified persons are
“doing reviews of Some extremely technical and gifted
for
public
conmaterial”
sumption in, of all things,
You have absolutely
NO IDEA OF THAT WITH
WHICH YOU ARE DEALING.

George apparently wishes me,
Hatonn, to respond to GWE of
Oregon for the document has
been sent to me. OK, GWE
stated, “I’ll be frank, George,
I’ve yet to see one of these messages-from-space that I can believe because of this selective
transmission of said message. I
just flat out don’t believe that
contact would be made in that
matter. ” (manner?) GWE feels
that the transmission should just

Further, you should now have
confirmation of the fact that
America West and myself are
two very separate working entities--for I would never have sent
the mater+ to you in the first
place.
Now, you think I am
harsh? What do you expect of
me? GWE says, “Moreover, in
Hatonn’s case, his message
reads much like a great manner
similar conservative left-wing
polemical tracts I have been
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reading for years.
Hatonn
seems to be peddling old wine
in new skins.. .I’ DO YOU
THINK GOD TO BE “NEW
WINE” AND HOW ABOUT
OLD SKINS?
I SUGGEST
THAT THE READER IS NOT
APPRISED OF HARDLY ANY
OF OUR MATERIAL AND IT
WOULD BEHOOVE HIM TO
POSSIBLY STUDY A BIT
PRIOR TO FURTHER INSULTING
DEGRADATION
FOR I, FOR ONE, AM IRRITATED AT MY PEOPLE,
SPECIFICALLY
GEORGE
GREEN, TARING ABUSE AT
THE HANDS OF YOU SOCALLED SELF-STYLED “EXPERTS” WHO KNOW ABSOLUTELY ZERO!
Personally, I am grossly disappointed to find that anyone
would be “reviewing” and/or
critiquing Cathie’s work for obviously no one is of his calibre
of insight and qualified to touch
his work as to frequency and vibration calculations. I intend to
personally see to it that you ones
of the “expert” community are
not able to discount his work for
it is gifted of God and aided by
insight directly from Mr. Tesla-1 suggest you all back off with
your earthbound “ego trips”.
Now a brief response to D&J
M. I am greatly appreciative of
your
correspondence
and
expressions of circumstance.
Do not misunderstand our writings--the messages (as above
stated) are for over 6 BILLION
beings and I suggest all of you
not become too personally involved--if the intelligent shoe
does not fit--don’t squish your
feet therein. If you have no major assets--determine your own
course of action or inaction--I
care not, most surely. We put
forth
items
and
methods
whereby some of you can act
and prevail. If you do not find
the material useful, you owe no
explanation unto me. Now I

shall quote a portion of your
letter and respond briefly:

had

a
a
and

an
and
and
and
do
Number one, there is no such
definable
word as somata.
Number two, if it does not teach
a spiritual Truth I would not
bother to even discuss it. I believe if you will review your
own letter, you will find that I
must bring some value forth and
I agree, those who desire to find
the Truth--will.
You do say
something else which I find
most interesting: “We suppose
there are many different levels
on which Pleiadians work but
we find it difficult knowing the
Pleiadian mind to equate the
writings by Hatonn with that of
the Pleiadians . ”
Who might you be, friend??
Will you PROVE it to me??
Will you please create a miracle
so that I might believe in your
presence and qualifications to
put all into the same pot--much
less a Pleiadian pot? You see, it
isn’t easy is it? I will tell you
here and now that most so-referred-to “Pleiadian writing” is
7
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NOT. How do I know and how
can you tell? Because if at this
time in historical change--if
there is one iota of allowance of
anything that is against the Holy
Laws of God and The Creation-it is not of God source nor
Pleiadian. The picture to which
you refer is not from either and
my curiosity is that you might
wish to clarify WHO FIRST
GAVE
YOU
SUCH
INFORMATION--GOD
OR
MAN? That is truly meant to
cause you to think because I already know. Now, there is no
definable
word as Somata.
There is a word, Soma, which
refers to any organism, excluding germ plasm, and is a noun
which is plural of “mata” or
“some” “body”.
Somato also
refers to “body of” or pertaining
to the body and then of course
there is somatology which is the
science of the human body, embracing anatomy and physiology. It also indicates a branch
of anthropology dealing with the
physical nature of man. Which
of these elements would you
like explained?
And I would
suggest that at most the
“picture” would indicate the
ever circling interchange of life
within the triangle of ever circling cycles of life with a star of
life (corrupted into the Star of
David) overlapping the center of
I do not find it
the picture.
meaningful
but
particularly
rather a fanciful perception of
some guru-type mysterious secret-symbol-giver. Is it valid or
invalid? Obviously if it is conjured to suit your needs it must
be valid--I have no desire to
discern for the correspondence
already places you in direct
opposition of things Pleiadian of
which I vaguely am.
HEAR ME, ALL OF YOU--I
DO NOT BRING “PLEIADIAN
LITERATURE”; I SERVE IN
THE COMMAND DIRECTLY
ASSIGNED AS HOSTS OF
THE RETURNING MASTER
#7

TEACHER.
THE
FACT
THAT MANY OF YOUR
HOSTS COME FROM PLEIADES IS SIMPLY BECAUSE
THEY ARE YOUR BRETHREN AND THEY ARE IN
THE
HOST
COMMAND.
FURTHER, I CANNOT SEE
HOW YOU CAN DISMISS
MY WORDS AND BELIEVE
THE ONES YOU SENT--I
SUGGEST THEY ARE ESSENTIALLY THE DIRECT
SAME THING!
Funny little aside--even the article regarding syphilis.
I told
you in the very first writings
that AIDS is naught but specialized tertiary syphilis--further, I quite agree with the
man’s appraisal of “satan”--so
please, dear ones, can I be all
that bad? As you say, JM, “Oh,
well, those who desire to find
the Truth will. ”
Now to the one who mailed the
letter in Palm Springs and spoke
of “Catch 22 Phase of Operations ”. Where did you ever get
such an idea that I said to “quit
our jobs so we don’t feed the
beast?”
Ask anyone in the
group at the bookstore if I have
ever advocated quitting your
job? Man must be self-sufficient.
Moreover, I repeat,
move outside self-indulgence as
if you are the sole receiver of
information--we
must reach
some 6 BILLION people and
each must be capable (or incapable if he so chooses) to discern that which is best for his
own needs to get through this
period of confusion.
Perhaps
YOU cannot work in this country without a W-4 but I wonder
if even you know that you can
claim as many as 10 deductions
on that W-4 and at least save the
difference each month--legally!
Moreover, if at the end of that
time you choose not to file a
VOLUNTARY
FORM,
you
will not forfeit as much and if
you decide to pay, you can

make it proper at the last pay
period ending the year. Now, it
IS up to you that which you do-or nothing. If it is more feasible for you to function continually within the system--do so.
Friends, my intent is not to
make you miserable or to feel
helpless--but I MUST bring the
Truth and then together you
ones can find the ways to allow
recovery.
What kind of a
brother am I if I KNOW
TRUTH and further hide it from
you and you perish? There is
nothing wrong with working for
the RTC--1 am happy that
someone who deserves the income gets it. It is the hidden
Elite that are the problem, not
the workers hired to renovate
and return buildings to a state of
But I would like to
repair.
share a very descriptive line out
of the letter if I might for it is a
common phrase which this person cleaned up greatly. However, before I tell it, I think that
the readers not familiar with
wind parks producing electricity
would enjoy it more knowing
that the fan blades on a wind
turbine are some 30 meters (60
+ feet) in diameter and some
even bigger--the bigger Westinghouse turbines, for instance,
have 115 foot blade span. So:
“. . and to really compound the
problem, I work indirectly for
the RTC!!! Oh---now the feces
have really hit the wind-driven
machine! !!” Now doesn’t that
present an interesting visual?

information given forth from
that source holds clues--which
are mostly unrecognized as
such. The “secrets” are held
within the light frequencies and
vibrations for that is the energy
substance of the universe.
Thank you for asking.
Now, to one I will cover a bit
more in depth for it blends with
great input within the subject at
hand--replication and development of humanoid, etc., lifeforms. This will please be in
direct response to JH if you will
see to it that it is sent to that resource.
The point in focus is the fact of
positive, neutral and negative
readings on various people
through a measuring device
which indicates these three
states. I think I shall share with
you some of the information
given to me:
n. .
a
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a
a

no
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Don’t be so hard on yourselves,
for you can only do that which
you can and be gracious and
kind unto selves for that perfection which you are--but do not
ever ask that we withhold Truth
for we cannot. I hear you and I
P.S.: No, Hoagthank you.
land’s Mars is not the “new
Physics”; there is no NEW
PHYSICS--physics is as old as
Creation. Quantum insight is of
great value and inadvertently the
8

an

no
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neutral beings? And herein is
the bottom line of how the
adversary has gotten as far as he
has.

n

ROBOTOIDS. SYNTHETICS
AND NEUTRALS

no

no

no

on
and
and

50
on

and

[I THOUGHT NO ONE
WOULD EVER ASK!]
The
a
and
and

hang
Well, we won’t worry about my
backsides for the ones high
enough to kick it have no wish
to do so and the ones from your
place who would like to do
more than that--can’t reach me.
However, we are now opening
the Pandora’s box of “mighty
Truths”--who indeed are the

We have now spoken along
rather technical lines regarding
development of robotoids and
synthetics but by far the most
numerous and the strain of beings mostly present of the
“developed” strains are the neutrals--for lack of better description.
Remember, the leadership of a
nation must be replaced if total
control is to be had. We will
talk of soul essence later but let
us get some detail down first. If
the robotoid reproduction gets
out of line then it is either replaced or in this more current
time is synthesized for more capable programming and handling--but, this ?is a weak machine oftentimes as the reproduction process often presents
exaggerated flaws in the genetic
structure--but that is not the case
in point in this dissertation.
Now, you can present a group
of people with a replaced leader
but if all the people are bright,
they will see through the facade-just as some are not fooled by
the imitations now--such as you
who write having made your
own observations and witness to
the total absurdity of the coverups. Therefore, there must be
capability of enhancing the
masses with ones of neutral programming so that the NUMBERS in a MAJORITY RULE
DEMOCRACY can carry the
votes, so to speak. They do not
necessarily have to remain in a
state of neutral--they just usually
do. Why?
Because they are developed
artificial cross breeding
breeding out the immortal
“Spiritual”
the being.
9
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you have to do is introduce programmed beings having been
artificially programmed, artificially gene spliced and then send
those ones out to reproduce-almost in a frenzy of sexual drive
activities.
Since there is no
spiritual wholeness, the entire
societal structure will break
down within two full generations and by introducing leader
species within groups, whole
groups of homosexually deviant
beings are produced, whole
groups of addiction-prone and
emotionally driven individuals
are produced and you will, further, through breakdown of
moral attitudes, have reproduction of confused, misplaced beings.
Now it becomes easy to see
how--after the first generation-if enough beings are constructed
to have another generation by
simply breeding of the beings
and by the third generation you
have compounded the neutral
elements. But what of the first
developed generation?
That is
more interesting and will explain a lot of things you UFO
and ABDUCTION reviewers
and even animal/people-mutilation are misinformed about.
Again, the programming is absent spiritual development and is
mostly focused on simple existence or thrust into the more
“satanic” or deviant attitudes
having been deprived of spiritual nurturing.
The seed-beds were laid (I mean
no humor) many decades past.
And to fully understand this,
you must know that the product
is resultant of integrated research and development by human persons, right on your
physical placement with input
and technical thrust from outside
your physical plane but which
did, in fact, manifest onto/into
your physical status.
The instigators
#7

infiltrated

into

that which was the Elite of the
Khazar tribes as they were again
gaining power and thrust for ultimate One World control. The
most advanced of the scientific
production came out of the
Nazi/Zionist Khazar coalition.
But, the whole Elite machinery
was financed by the powerful
Elite Bankers of the same general species. If you can’t remember about these coalitions-go back and read the portions
regarding the Nazi development
of discs, rockets, robotics and
finally translation to the Antarctic regions as security measure.
The agreements were already in
place, however, for the information and technology to be
utilized in the foremost nations
of your globe, i.e. Russia for
the Khazar Elite Zionists were
Khazar Communists. Then the
Bolshevik/Zionists
group
in
America brought the whole
mess within your own borders,
America. In fact, the Atomic
bombs dropped on Japan were
made in Germany by Communist scientists.
At the same time the Elite plan
was coming into final phases of
orchestration to insure take-over
by year 2000 and heavily intense research and development
went forward to perfect genetic
duplication and synthetic production. But that was only one
phase.
The phase of the most interest
herein is the development of
“physical”
purely
beings
through devious methods. The
intent would be to be able to
develop surrogate parents, multiple production without duplication or synthesizing to avoid
identification problems and to
likewise render the public terrified of possible alien arrivals.
What happened next was mindboggling even if expected of the
species.
As hover craft was developed

with proper capabilities, many
abhorrent actions began to take
place. To develop enough neutral people there needed to be
massive research and follow-up
and therefore the encounters began and the interchanges frequent and pretty clumsy at best.
Most of the encounters were
actually with robotic little replicas of first-arrival creatures
from off planet.
But, the
replications were developed by
your human scientists as was the
research and development carried out by your own human
scientists. Now, all the major
government Elite knew all about
the experiments and intention.
You see, to do that which was
needed only required a few female eggs and male sperm; then
these could be crossed artificially into myriads of genetic
interchanges which would develop offspring with individual
characteristics--but
only
in
physical nature. These beings
would have papability of soul
bearing but being developed devoid of higher spiritual input
they would be easily programmed and controlled.
In the early part of the intervention
into
population/species
control it was necessary to have
incubators.
Often pregnant
women would suddenly turn up
“unpregnant” and other strange
phenomenon.
Then as the beings implanted in wombs were
birthed and grew, they had to be
monitored continually.
It was
found that a fetus could be
surrogate-mothered (for a beginning period of time) within
the womb of a sheep (rather
unsuccessfully) or if the implant
were treated with bull sperm secretion would adhere and initially grow quite well within a
cow womb. That meant that as
the fetus was then extracted it
required a slow replacement of
blood and nutrients to artificial
solutions which therefore required a blood supply or the feL I>
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tus would have a violent and
usually fatal reaction to the
change.
Then as study-group
members were suitable the babies were appropriately placed
for maturing within a mother
human host destined for normal
delivery. These hosts would be
given total mental blockage to
all which transpired.
Now, what you have is an increasing population of social
deviates (I did not say “bad”, I
said “deviate” which means deviation
from the “accepted
norm” .) These “persons”, however, could easily be given altered genetic structure which
would hormonally produce a
programmed
drive for homosexual desire.
Team that
with an ever more confusing set
of biological standards and social thrust toward deviant behavior and you have ones experiencing that which they are
birthed to expect.
The other
human characters get simply
sucked into the movement of the
mass either for seeking whole
experience or finding no satisfaction within the ruptured family structures--try anything and
everything--just
blindly going
along with “what’s in”!
As with all cover-ups #you have
to have the tracks covered, and
to cover them properly the
cover-uppers must not know
they are covering up anything-so enter the satanic worshippers
They actively
and mutilators.
participate in the opposite of the
Laws of God and they have literal blood baths, drink blood
and even slay humans for some
of their rituals. They mostly are
the bred beings who have no
sense of conscience what-soever for they are the development of evil--not the creation of
God with immortal soul energy.
After you know that which to
look for, it is easy to recognize
the decoys, but in the beginning
#7

you cannot know who is what,
why, when or where. Many of
these developed beings are
mystically gifted and have powerful energy patterns but usually
turn ultimately to madness, fanatical irrationality in certain areas of behavior and usually
refuse to hear any sort of reason
which would pull them from
their worldly path.
They are
cold, erratic beings usually, or
totally, seemingly devoid of
much emotion
or showing
sporadic losses of control. They
are usually terrified by Truth
and most often violently oppose
its presence in any form.
Mostly these ones are set loose
on the public well programmed
with misinformation and narrow
groups of cliques who feed each
other’s need for support of stories and continue the cover-up
rather than allow egos to be
damaged--remember,
mostly
ALL these ones have with
which to function is the ego for
they are ONLY physical and can
in no way deal with that which
is spiritual in Truth. They will
always give the party line of any
story--even if they know the
difference.
They know good
from evil but simply have no response to the knowledge. When
these beings do see the Truth,
however, and have ability to
work within lighted centers-they are truly birthed anew and
since the leader-persons are usually genetically superior species
as to brilliance and intelligence-workers and
are incredible
through reason and sheer daring
will destroy the presentations of
the adversary.
The next logical question is: can
the ones involved know what
and who they are? Of course
not--do YOU know exactly that
which you are? Did you not
come in a rather logical manner
onto the planet--OR DID YOU?
Ponder that a bit as you move
about your daily life.

Most of you of our workers
with more spirituality than most
humans are birthed in about the
usual manner. We follow you
of our species in love and gentleness, disciplined and special-awaiting the proper timing for
enlightenment.
But you ones
innately KNOW THAT YOU
ARE FROM GOD AND “OUT
THERE SOMEWHERE”. The
developed human physical has
no direction, no roots and no
aspirations--they will take, leave
or screw God, country and
mother.
Moreover, they will
attach to the more “whole” human and if that one can be
pulled down--will do so for it
cannot long endure the presence
of spiritual light--it is simply an
alien feeling which is not understood. It is not necessarily evil,
it is simply existing and will respond and act as programmed,
braintrained or with the masses
as parrots.
Now comes the valuable input
regarding these ones. They react very badly against those who
have developed them and then
misuse them. They will become
violent against ones who “treat
them unfairly” and/or effort to
“control” them.
Most of the
“masses” of functioning physical
developed are not greatly intellectual so that they are not given
to “thinking” on technical or
political grounds--they are kept
usually below-average and bred
accordingly with full intent of
the puppet-masters to integrate
them into groups which are
marked for extinction in great
numbers. These are called the
“first expendables” . These ones
may even dutifully take their
own offspring off to whatever
church pleases them and where
they can feel socially at “home”
with no input as to spiritual upliftment past shaking hands with
the preacher at the door. The
offspring of these ones see the
total absurdity of the show and
become even more incorrigible
11
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and rebellious.
This is why
most churches have been intentionally
corrupted
the
for
preacher will say “don’t read
this or that for it is evil”, and all
the good little developed sheep
throw the object in point away
or bum it or whatever. They
treat Truth like an asp that will
surely kill them--for they know
they have no ability to think for
selves and fear totally the unknown which is drilled into
them day after chaotic day.
These are walking, talking,
physical machines, for lack of
better description. They simply
have no conscious--or subconscious--connection with Creator,
they simply ARE! They will
usually show conscience only
when convenient or serves their
purpose--they function basically
for themselves in a “me” oriented world and rarely move
outside that “me-ness”.
They
can only see every occurrence as
to how it impacts “self” and all
seems to be accepted as deliberate attack upon their being-personally.
Now don’t go crazy, dear ones,
you have all been brainwashed
through every type of media--if
these shoes fit, be careful that
you don’t err--MOST of you
don’t fit the pattern so don’t try
this route as a “cop out”. There
is nothing wrong with the huge
majority of you except you have
been sleeping while everything
was happening--now it is time to
wake up and see that which IS
and set it to “right”. This world
DOES NOT HAVE TO END
IN AN ARMAGEDDON.
The cover-up has been massive
and the attempt to terrify you
and panic you at the arrival of
the brotherhood from the outer
cosmos has been even more
massive--and THEY aren’t by
any means through. There will
be staged incidents to cause you
to believe your space brothers
have attacked you--nay, nay.
#7

The beast will kill all of its own
to preserve its power--I hope
you will not be so gullible.
May we walk in peace and
brotherhood lest the journey be
too burdensome, remember that
the spiritual connection with
Creator sets ye above thine enemies-and
dear ones, GOD
WILL PREVAIL--EVEN THE
EVIL TAMPERERS
HAVE
PROMISED YOU AS MUCH!
SALU.

ceived most of the world.

You

Our intent in these Journals is to
give you proof of that which we
project--by documentation
of
history, origins and other boring
But the inforinformation.
mation will get far less boring
as we move along, dear ones-and so, let us move along
rapidly.

Hatonn to clear, Thank you for
your attention. Good-day.

I repeat again

We will discuss this much,
much more but I have my scribe
at this keyboard much too long
this day and I beg your patience--she must have rest.
********

just as it requires only the tiny spark of
light to cause a place to no
longer be in darkness.
Hatonn includes the PROTOCOLS and also continues to
leer; us current on world af-

publisher George and Destree’
Green will be lecturing on May
12th at the UFO Expo West
May 1lth & 12th at the Los Aneles Airport Hyatt Hotel. For
Further information about the
Expo call 1 213 850-8919

END OF THE
MASQUERADE
LET’S PLUCK THE
CUCKOO BIRD
By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
TO ALL WHO WOULD HEAR
GOD’S WORD IN THIS TIME
OF TOTAL MASQUERADE.
IT IS TIME TO PULL OFF
THE MASK ALONG WITH
THE
BLINDFOLDS
THE TIME IS
EAR-PLUGS.
AT HAND TO GAIN TRUTH
AND INSIGHT AND TAKE
ACTION FOR YOUR WORLD
IS IN GRAVE DANGER.
That which is called the “AntiChrist” is at hand and has de-
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how they can help save our
Constitution--we now are offering a detailed kit of information
about our government and the
Constitution to help in preserving our freedoms. The ktt
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roups for $8.00 er kit or for
520 POST PA18 with’ RAPE
OF THE
CONSTITUTION
book included.
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